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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN CANADA DURING THE FERST FIVE MONTHS OF 1944 

COMPARED WITH THE SAME PERIOD OF 1943 

SECTION I. ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Six major factors indicating the trend of economic conditions averaged higher 
during the first five months of 1944 than in any other similar period. Productive opera-
tions and the deposit liabilities of the banks rose to a new high position in history. 
Wholesale prices having passed through the line of parity with the base year of 1926 were 
at a higher position an at any time since the 1920's. The advnnce since the beginning 
of the war espOoially to November, 1941, was pronounced. An upward trend of moderate 
proportions has been indicated since that time. The marked reaction between 1929 and 
1933 has oonequently been more than counterbalanced.. The index of wholesale prices 
averaged 1P2 ., 7  in the first five months against 98.3 in the same period of 1943. 

'Vhile conmon stock prices recorded an advance in recent weeks the average for 
the first five months was less than 1 per cent greater than in the same period of 1943. 
The average of the index on the base of 1935-1939 was 80.8 against 80,1 in the same period 
last year. Dominion bond prices were markedly  stable during the period under review. 
The index of Dominion bond yields was slightly lower in the first five months, indicating 

somewhat higher price level. 

The deposit liabilities of the banks rose to a new high point at the beginning 
of May, the total having been $4,506 million. During May the demand deposits receded from 
$1,987 millionto $1,711 million, while the notice deposits dropped from $2,254 million to 
$2,094 million, The decline in the two classes of deposits was due in large measure to 
the heavy payments on the 6th Victory Loan. The increase in bank deposits was pronounced 
from the outbreak of hostilities to the present time. 

Productive operations as measured by the index of the physical volume of business 
recorded an increase of more than 5 per cent over the same period of 1943,, The index a-
veraged 242.2 against 230.7. The index recorded expansion over each of the first five 
months but the maximum shown in December at 248.8 has not been exceeded. Each of the five 
main components of the general index recorded advances in this comparison. The gain in 
the index of mineral production was 5,4 per cent despite the decline in the gold receipts 
at the Mint and in coal production. The index of manufacturing production was 2.7 per 
cent greater, the standing in the first five months of 1944 having been 297.2. A con-
siderable gain was recorded in the operations of the meat-packing industry, the increase 
in hog slaughterings ha'.ring been 62.6 per cent. The output of factory cheese was at the 
high level of 35.6 million pounds against 27.1 million, The release of cigarettes and 
cigars continued at a high level, but a slight recession was shown from the first five 
months of 1943. The release of cigarettes was 4,592 million while 83,7 million cigars 
were made available. 

The primary Iron and steel industry operated at high levels, the output of steel 
ingots having shown an increase of 1 per cent, while in pig iron production a gain of 9.4 
per cent was recorded. Newsprint production was 1,234,000 tons a gain of 4 per cent over 
the same period of last year. 

A marked gain was recorded in the new business obtained by the construction 
Industry, contracts awarded in the first five months having been 41.4 per cent greater 
than In the same period of 1943. The gain in building permits was 73.5 per cent. For 
the first ha]! of 1944 contracts awarded amounted to $152.7 million, almost 50 per cent 
greater than the $102 mI1lon placed during the same period of 1943. 

Electric power production was 3,585 mIllion kilowatt hours in May against 3,503 
million in the same month last year. Gains were recorded month by month from January to 
May over the same period of last year. The distribution of commodities through wholesale 
and retail outlets recorded considerable increase in the present year over the same months 
of 1943. The index of wholesale sales during the first four months averaged 170.6 against 
155.8, a. gain of 9.5 per cent. The increase in retail sales was about 6.2 per cent, the 
index averaging 	163(4. 
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Decrease - 	Percentage 	+ Increase 

Gsn,ral konomic !ittion 	 - 
Pysicsl Yolt. of Business 
Industrial Production 

Vhol.s&le Prices 
Cost of Living 
Conaon Stock Price. 

Index of Bond Yield. 
Bank Debit. 

Production and General 3u.ina.. 
Mineral Production 
Mint Receipts of Gold 
Coal Production 

Manufacturing Production 
11oj Production (4 months) 
Cattle Ilanght.ring. 

Hog 8laugaterings 
Creamery Buttsr Production 
Psctory Chess. Production 

Oigarett.s Released 

Cigars Releas.d 
Boot and Shoe Production (4 months) 
Raw Cotton Coneption 

Newsprint Production 

Steel Ingot Production 
Pig Iron Production 
Coke Production (4 month.) 

Construction 
Contracts Awrd.d 
Building Permits 

Con.unption of lire Power 
Internal Trade 

WPioleieale Sales (4 nooth.) 
& .tatl Sale. 	(4 months) 

Zxternal Trade 

lxport. 
Imports 
Active Balanc, of Trade 
let Irports of Non-Monetary Gold 

Railways - Ton, carried 1 mile - 2 Blys (4 montb 
Carloedings 

Gras. Revenue C.J.1. (Canedian Line.) (4 months) 
ho.. Revenue O.P.R.(4 nontha) 

Baployment 

Genera]. Ind.z 

Manufacturing 

Logging 
Mining 

Construction 

Building 
Ei&w$y 

Trade 
Banking 
Depo.it.. Tour Classes (4 month.' average) 
Current Loans 
Circulating Media 

Cash and Cheque Payments (4 months' total) 
Dinion Pinanc., April and May 
Total Revenue 

Ordinary Ixpenditur.. 
War Ixpentitures 

National Income 

Toni-teen its r.corded decline, billie thirty-nine showid increases. 
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Table 1. Statistics Illustrating the Economic Situation of Canada for the First Five 
Months of 1944 compared with the seine period of last year. 

Unit of Per Cent 
Base First Five Months increase + 
Period Decrease - 

1944 1943 
General Ecc'nomic Situation 
Index of Physical Volume of Business 	1935-39.100 242,4 230,7 + 
Index of Industrial Production 1935_39hh 100  274.3 266.7 + 	2.8 
Tho1esale Prices 1926:100 102.7 983 + 	405 
Cost of living 1935-39100 119,0 117.4 + 
Index of Conmn Stock Prices 1935..39100 60.8 80.1 + 	0.9 
Index of Bond Yields 1935-39100 973 97..9 - 
Bank Debits 
Production and general Businesa 
Mineral Production 
Gold Receipts at Mint 
Coal Production 

Manufacturing Production 
Flour Production (4months) 
Cattle Slaughterings 
Hog Slaughterings 
Creamery Butter Production 
Factory Cheese Production 
Cigarettes released 
Cigars released 
Leather Boots and Shoes (4 months) 
Raw cotton consumption 
Paper and Lumber - 
Newsprint Production 
Iron and Steel - 
Steel Ingot Production 
Pig Iron Production 
Coke Production ( 4 months) 

Construction - 
Contracts awarded 
Building Permits (58 municipalities) 
Consumption of firm power 
Internal Trade - 
Wholesale Sales (4 months) 
Retail Sales (4 months) 
External Trade - 
Exports 
Imports 
Active Balance of Trade 
Net Exports of Non-Monetary go3.d 

Railways - Tons carried 1 mile - 
(4 months) 2 Rlys. 

Carloadings 

$ 000 24,707,660 21 2 117,778 + 

193539:100 250.8 238.0 + 5 •4 
Fine Oze, 1,295,115 1,619,495 - 20,0 
Tons 7,161,254 7 9448,523 - 3.9 
1935_39:100 2972 289,4 + 2.7 
Bbls. 8,344,742 8 ) 204,158 + 3.7 
No, 763,370 622 9 013 + 22.7 
No. 4,456,416 f1 1 740,710 + 62.6 
lbs. 89,662 0 220 95,e44,824 - 6.5 
lbs. 35,621,150 27,073,917 + 31.5 
No, 	4592,278,797 4,766022,332 - 3.6 
No, 83,661,482 63677,248 - 002 
Pairs 10,140,191 9,764,149 + 3,9 
ibs, 72,046,746 80 2 339,205 - 10.3 

Tons 1,233,575 1 1 135,825 + 4.0 

Short Ton 1,271,833 1,250,652 + 1.0 
Short Ton 787,624 719;900 + 9,4 
Short Ton 1,370,608 1 9015,131 + 35,0 

* 115 0421,700 81648,100 + 41.4 
* 35,794,589 20,633,620 + 

000 K.W.H. 15,225,338 14,397,476 + 518 

1935-39100 170.6 155 1 8 + 9•5 
1935-39:100 153.4 144.4 + 6.2 

$ 000 1,422,729 1,036,964 + 37.2 
* 000 712,050 692,923 + 2.8 
$ 000 	+ 710,679 + 	344,041 + 106.6 

$ 000,000 49.1 65,5 - 25.0 

000,000 tons 18,965 16538 + 14.7 
No, 1,475,903 1,324,509 + 11.4 

Gross Revenue C.N.R. (Canadian Lines) 
(4 months) $ 122,982,800 118,268,800 + 4.0 

Gross Revenue C.P.R. (4 months) * 100,804,707 87 2 656 2 683 + 14.7 
Eployment 	Unadjusted 
General index 	1926100 181.9 161,0 + 0,5 
Manufacturing 225.8 222.5 + 1.5 
Logging 241.2 2073 + 16.4 
Mining 1579 160.9 - 119 
Construction 90,2 123,0 - 26,7 
Building 94 6 2 175.2 - 46.2 
Highway 93.5 101,3 - 7.7 

Trade 161,6 153,4 + 5,3 
Banking - 
Deposits four Classes(4 months'average) $000 4,340,971 3,706,894 + 17.1 
Current Loans $000 947,631 964,049 - 1.7 
Circulating Media 	$ 000,000 868.8 709,J + 22.5 
Cash & Cheque Payments (4monthe' total)$000,000 25,049 22 2024 + 13.7 

Dominion Finance - April and May 
Total Revenues $ 447,190,985 382,906,371 + 16.8 
Ordinary Expenditures $ 102,968,038 84,329,243 + 22 1 1 
War Expenditures $ 372 0 567,249 413 2072,448 - 9,8 
United Nations Mutual Aid $ 68,913,385 - 

National Income (Tentative Computation) $ 000,000 3,710 3,364+10,3 
Fourteen items recorded dic lines, while thirty-nine showed increases, 
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1, OiAiIG A000TJNTS OF FRIMA.FY PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING, 1942. 

OOO 

Agricul- Forestry Fish- Trap- Mining  Electric Total 
ture eries ing Power 

(d) (a) (r) (g) 

Salaries and wages (1)  95,483 207,580 16,302 712 198,550 34,286 552,913 
No pay allowances (2)  64,064 124 198 - - - 64,386 
Net dividends (3)  - 6,885 445 - 96 1 157 21,436 124,923 
Mortgage interest 
paid to individuals(4) 19,829 - - - - - 19,829 

Net Interest (5)  - 9,994 57 - 1,544 35,203 46,798 
Withdrawals (6)  730,528 '16,252 27,530 13,939 8,056 796,305 
Net Payment to in- 
divIduals (7)  908,904 240,835 44,532 14,651 3Q4,307 0925 1,605,154 

Positive savings (8)  4,422 20,412 7,071 - 5,786 27,354 475 9045 
Income crig1nati::. 	(9) 1324,32S 261,247 	51,603 14,651 310,093 118,279 2,080,199 

The major group of primary production and processinS embraces the activities 
based upon tho development and use of natural resources. Six Industries are included in 
the compilation. Agriculture includes fur farming and the woods operations of the farmer 
on his own property. Dairy activities are limited to the production of milk, butter and 
cheese on the farms. Forestry includes the operations of the sawmilling and pulp and 
paper industries as well as woods operations other than those of the farmer on his wood 
lot. Fish canning and curing plants, as well as primary operations, are included in the 
fisheries group.. The activities of trappers and hunters constitute the trapping industry 
to the exclusion of fur farming. 

As the final product is the first to which a commercial value is assigned, the 
processing inclustrie of non-ferrous smelting and refining, cement, clay products, 1im 
and salt are included in mining, The electric power industry coincides with central 
electric stations as annually reported by the Bureau, 

(a) The income originating in agriculture and fisheries is computed by deducting 
from the gross operating revenues, the sum of the cost of comnodities and services obtained 
from other enterprsec and depreciation charges. The contribution of forestry, mining, 
and electric power consists of the sum of the income payments to individuals and business 
savings. 

(b) Wageo raid by farm operators were estimated by the Agriculture Branch of the 
DciInion Bureau of Statistics. The totalrwas based on returns from crop correspondents. 
SalarLs and wages paid in the processing phases of forestry and fisheries are given in 
annual census reports. The remuneration of employees in woods operations other than on 
farms, printry fishing rtnd trapping are based mainly on decennial census returns with 
interpolation according to data prepared annually by the Forestry and Animal Products 
Branches of the Bureau.. The pay-rolls of the mining and electric power groups are taken 
directly from annual census reports. 

(c) The living allowances of so-called unpaid labour occupied on farms were derived 
from annual and decennial census data. The numbers were obtained from the decennial cen-
sus of 1941. The boari allowances of farm labourers was useful in ostiisating the rates 
of remuneration, The numbers were interpolated by means of an index of the area of fiold 
crops. "No pay" al1';ances were also estimated for primary forestry and fisheries. 

(o) and (f). Net dividends and interest on bonds and debentures were collected for forest-
ry,fh.3i,mning and electric power. The basic data were obtained by means of a ques-
tionnaire sent to the operating firms supplemented by information for large firms obtain-
ed from the Research Department of the Bank of Canada. The results are given without 
deduction of the international balance on dividends and interest, that is, the excess of 
the entire outward payments over the receipts of Canadian residents holding securities of 
other countries. 

(g) 	The numbor of farm operators was given by the industrial division of the decen- 
nial census for the ycar 1941. The rates were established at a differential over the 
wage rate, Withdrs were also estimated for other industries rin the group, except 
electric power.. Inome p&yments to individuals is the sum of lines (2) to (7), 
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(h) 	The positive savings, except in fisheries and agriculture, were obtained through 
the above-mentioned questionnaire, and, in the case of electric power, an additional 
source of information was reports of Provincial and Municipal Hydro-Electric Commissions. 

AGR ICULTURE 

The place of agriculture in the Canadian economy is fundamental in many respects 
Favoured by outstanding natural resources, the Industry has contributed in full measure 
to the present structure of Canadian life. 

A large proportion of the material required to estimate the income of farm oper-
ators, including cash sales, inventory changes, income in kind, and expensea,.has been 
furnished in detail by the Agriculture Branch of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, and 
a detailed statement of sources and methods in this connection will shortly be made avai-
lable. Information with regard to bonuses and other governmental payments to farmers, 
inc'uding payments under the 117heat Acreage Reduction Plan, Prairie Farm Income Act and 
Prairie Farm Assistance Act were furnished in part by the Agricultural Economics Branch of 
the Department of Agriculture. 

The plan adopted was to deduct from the sum of each income from sales, Income 
in kind, including imputed rents, changes in farm grain and liveStock inventories and 
governmental payments not included elsewhere, the expenses of operation, exclusive of wages 
and mortgage interest going to individuals, which are considered as distributive payments 
rather than expenses, 

Imputed rents on farm dwellings were Included in the revenues In accordance with 
the method adopted by the Bureau. Subsidies paid to agriculture, amounting to about $88 
million in 1942, were included directly in the case of cash bonuses, etc. and, Indirectly 
whore the effect of the subsidy was to increase reported prices or decrease expenses. 
Farm grain and livestock accumulations in 1942 were substantial, amounting to over $388 
million. 

FOR ES TRY 

The plan adopted in regard to the computation of income originating in forestry 
was the summation of payments to individuals and the savings of working proprietors and 
incorporated oompanios. The number of employees engaged in primary forestry was placed at 
83,120 in 1941, being based on material furnished by the Forestry Branch, This amount 
excludes the operations of farmers working part time in the woods. Corresponding data are 
not yet available for 1942. Consequently, the index of employment in logging published by 
the Enp1oymont Branch of the Bureau was used to extend the number. The employment index 
rose from 187.8 in 1941 to 196,5 in 1942, resulting in an estimate of 86,971 employees in 
logging. 

The annual full-time rate was placed at $924 in 1941. The index of the rate of 
wages in logging and samil1ing combined, advanced 11 pc, in 1942 from the preceding year 
and the corresponding increase was attributed to the fuiltime rate in the national income 
calculations, placing the total for 1942 at $1,016. The product of the estimated number 
and rates gave the wages paid in 1942 as $88,362,000. 

The annual Census of Industry gave the total of salaries and wages paid in saw-
milling establishments in 1942 at $49562O0thetotalfor the pulp and paper industry 
being reported at $69,656,000. 

The preliminary estimate of the Census Branch placed the number of working pro-
prietors engaged In logging at 5,000 in 1941 and the same estimate was used for 1942. 
he rate was placed at 11 p.c. over 1941. The estimated withdrawals were, therefore, 
5,000 multiplied by 1,11 x 41,186, equalling $6,582,000. 

The number of working proprietors in the secondary division of the forestry in-
dustry was extrapolated from 1931 on the basis of the number of establishments reporting. 
An extension of this process gave the number in 1942 as 3,037. The numbers having been 
multiplied by the estimated rate, the extended withdrawals were estimated at $9,670,000. 
The living allowances of n3-pays in the forestry operations were placed at $124,000, un-
changed from the preceding year. A questionnaire distributed to the corporations operating 
In forestry gave for the year 1942 net dividends of $6,885,000 and interest of $9,994,000. 
These totals consisted of the difference between payments and receipts by the firms oper-
ating. The positive or negative savings resulting from the same enquiry were $11,937,000 
and the savings of working proprietors were estimated at $8,475,000. The net result of 
the computation described above was an amount of $261,247,000 as income originating in 
forestry. 
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FISHERIES 

The fisheries industry as contemplated here, consists of the primary and second-
ary division. The ;.tatistics of the catch and of the products marketed in the fresh or 
prepared state are collected by the local fishery officers, verified by the Dominion or 
Provincial departments 9  and co-ordinated and compiled by the Animal Products Branch of 
the Bureau. The oum of the value of the fisheries and the cost of fish used in factories 
is regarded as the gross revenue of the industry. The former is given historically in 
Table 15 on page 45 of the Bureau repoi-t on Fisheries Statistics, 1941. The totals in-
clude the value of fish sold by fish canning and curing plants as well as the sales of 
fishermen, other than to such processing establishments. 

The cost of fish used by the secondary phase of the industry is presented in 
Part 2 of the same report. The sum of the value of the fisheries shown in Table 7 and 
the cost of fish used as recorded in Part 2 (a), pages 184 to 185 is regarded as the gross 
revenue of the industry 0  Deducting the cost of materials, fuel and electricity from the 
gross revenue, we have the value added. The cost of materials and fuel and electricity 
are taken from Part 2 (a) and (c). The percentage of miscellaneous expenses to the net 
revenue was determined by a study of collected data by the manufactures census. The b 
down for the period was as follovrs: office rent, insurance, taxes, royalties, advertising, 
repairs, travelling and sundry. The average ratio to the net value of factory output was 
7 p.c. The capital equipment for primary operations consists of vessels, boats, nets, 
traps, piers, wharves and ether durable equipment. The depreciation rate in view of heavy 
losses by stcrms was placed at 16 p.c. Six p.c. of the value of the land, buildings, 
machinory and tools utilised by the fish processing plants gives the depreciation for the 
secondary division. 

The difference between the gross national product and the depreciation summated 
for both phases of the industry is regarded as the income originating. The net dividends 
and interest were obtained by an enquiry sent to incorporated firms. The statistics of 
salaries and wages and no-pay allowances were computed from information given in the re-
port on Fisheries for 2M, The remuiLeration of working proprietors in primary fisheries 
was based partly on the numbers as given in the decennial census reports. The extrapola-
tion was affected by means of the total number of fishermen reported in the "Fisheries 
Statistics". The employee rate, the computation of which is described above, was also 
used in this connection., The number of working proprietors in fish curing and packing 
plants was also based on decennial census results for abutments, extrapolation being affec-
ted by means of the number .f establishments. The income originating in the fishery in-
dustry was placed at $51,603,000 for the year 1942. 

TRAPPING 

While at present one of the smallest of the industrial groups, trapping has a 
background of great historical significance. The fur trade of Canada had an important 
bearing on the whole process of exploration and settlement 

The annual survey of raw fur production as communicated by licenoed fur traders 
ws inaugurated in 1920 by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. In later years the reports 
have been bastd en rocoids of royalties, exports, taxes and so forth, made available by 
the provincial and territorial game departments. The fur trade draws its supply of Cana-
dian pelts frcm both the wild life resources and the fur farms, the latter being operated 
under provincial 11cenes and according to provincial regualtions. As the operations of 
fur farms canxt be readl -  eroated for the most part from farming generally, it was 
decided to regard such act'rities as a part of the agricultural industry. The gross value 
of production was obtained by deducting the value of the pelts sold from fur farms from 
the total value of fur production during the fur year terminating at the end of the next 
June. The difference indicated for Prince Edward Island was arbitrarily reduced as the 
derived value given for the wild life was believed excessive. The Dominion total was 
correspondingly reduced giving effect to the adjustment. The residuals were regarded as 
the gross value of production, a starting point in estimating the income originating in 
the trapping industry 0  

General expenses were roughly estimated as a percentage of the gross revenue. 
No allowance was made 	: depreciation, and the gross national product, obtained by de- 
ducting the general expenses from the net revenue, was consequently regarded as ecuivalent 
to the income originating, As the gross revenue was placed at $20,060,000 in 1942 the 
income originating in trappthg was computed at $14,651,000. 
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MINIYG 

The onua1 census of mineral production conducted by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics is the main source of basic data in determining the income originating in rninfng 
The principal statistics and considerable infornation regarding the operations of the 
mining concerns were collected by the Mining, Mc '1nicaJ.and Chemical Branch for 1942. 

The number of persons gai'"'ully occupied in mining was reported by the decennial 
consus of 1941 under the Industrial classification as 100,66, Deducting 7,140 on active 
service, the net working force was 93,526. As there are very few no-pays in this indus-
trial group, the difference between the number of gainfully occupied and the number of 
wage-earners, actively engaged at 3,690 was taken to be the number of emp1oyes and "own 
accounts". 

The number of ope: atirC, mines in the industry as reported by the annual census 
declined from 13,149 In 1941 to 12,897 in 1942, th. is, about 2 p, , 	lb was assumed 
that the nwnber of proprietors declined in a similar proportion, the total for 1942 having 
been estimated at 3,616. The rate for the status class was based on the per capita 
remuneration establishcd in 1930-31, extrapolation having been by means of a smoothed ver-
sion of the salary-wage rate, Years subsequent to 1941 were varied directl with the 
salary-wage rate. The withdrawal rate in 1942 having been placed at $2,223, the with-
drawals of working propriebsrs a.in,unbod tr 8056000 

Invetment income consisting of net dividends and interest was obtained by an 
enquiry sent to the incorporated companies operating in this fkeld. The addition to sur-
plus after the payment of dividends was also obtained from the questionnaire. The compu-
t,tion of the savings of working prcprietrs followed the general method, 

ELECTRIC POWER 

The operating acunts of the electric power industry were derived from the sta-
tistics appearing in the annual report on the Central Electric Stations in Canada, from 
an enquiry sent to the incorporated companos in the industry, and fron a study of the 
accounts of provIncial and munic1al utilities. The salarlec and wages were reported at 
34286000 In 1942 by the Transportation and Public Utilities Branch of the Bureau. 

The returns flied by corporations indicato that net dividends amounted to 
$21,436,000, The :csuit was obtained by deducting the receipts of the compantes in ques-
tion from the paynvnts 3  The net interest of $35,203 2000 was obtained by adding the results 
..f the questionnaire and of the totals compiled from the acet.ntsof the hydro-eleotric 
ET3tems of provineos and municIpalities. Payments to IndIviduals ure the total of occu-
pational and investment income discussed abovo The positive or negative savings were 
compiled from the abovo-.mentioned questionnaire and from the statement of the Provincial 
and Municipal Hydro -Ele etrie Corunis s ions.. 
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63.6 P.C. 
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FORESTRY 	 MINING 

12.6 poc. 	 14.9 p.c. 

251,247,000 	 .310,093 9 000 
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& INCOME ORIGINPa.TING IN PRIMARY PRODUCTION, BY DISTRIBUTI1i SHLRES 
	 V 

1942 

SLARIFS AND V'AGES 
	

ALLO7NS 

26 	p.c 	 3.1 p.c. 

$552,913 1 000 
	

$64, 386,000 

NET 	 I 
	

BO1 

DIVIDENDS 	 INTEREST 
	

INTEREST 

6.0 p.c. 	 100 p.c. 	 p.c. 

$124,023,000 	 $19 1,829,000 
	

$46 9 708,000 

WI ThDRJLLS 
	

POSITIVE S4VINGS 
38.3 p.c. 	

22.8 P.C. 
LGRICULTUR.J 

$796,305 ,000 
	

$475,045,000 
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